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A small town is haunted by a crime from 15 years ago. Not one suspect was ever brought to
justice. But now, 15 years later, when likely suspects seem to be disappearing from tragic
events, the town's down-and-out fire chief may know more than he's letting on. David, the
alcoholic fire chief, has had too many things go wrong in his life and has nothing left to live
for. Brian Grace lost his daughter 15 years ago and has looked for her ever since. His
bodyguard, Jason, is a tough character that likes to control his surroundings and protect his
employer. Kelly, the detective, is an attractive woman and finds herself getting more involved
with the case than anyone could have predicted. And, there is Chad and his three friends; a
tough and nasty group of old school mates that cause trouble wherever they turn up. What could
possibly be happening in this small town, and is it even connected to a girl's disappearance 15
long years ago?
Had she finally met the man she longed for...or was she dreaming? Marlie Keen was trying to lead
a quiet, ordinary life. She thought the knowing -- the clairvoyance that allowed her to witness
crimes as they happened -- had been destroyed in the nightmare of her past. Then one night it
returned with a vengeance, and she desperately needed to find someone to make it stop. Detective
Dane Hollister of the Orlando police department had never met anyone like Marlie. He had doubts
about her clairvoyance, but there was no doubt how much he desired her. Her soft, sweet scent
set his blood afire, and he wanted to wrap her in his arms and chase the sadness from her eyes.
To Marlie, Dane was all heat and hard muscle, and he made her body come alive as it never had
before. But not even she could foresee where their passion would lead: a hungry quest for the
elusive, dreamy ecstasies of love...and a dangerous journey into the twisted mind of a madman
who would threaten their happiness and their lives....
Sometimes, real life can be far stranger than fiction. In this entertaining volume, author
William Nelson Taft combines the best elements of true crime and detective fiction, crafting a
collection of tantalizing mysteries based on solved and unsolved cases and crimes. It's a mustread for fans of both genres.
Dare County Sheriff Martin Tate and his ex-detective friend Paul Treadwell chase a vindictive
serial killer menacing North Carolina's Outer Banks in this debut thriller. When authorities
find the body of a woman in her ransacked home the crime scene looks like a robbery that went
terrifyingly out of control. However, there are several items left behind in plain view that
appear to be totally out of place to Marty Tate, a seasoned investigator. Tate decides that he'd
like another opinion on the case, so he enlists advice from former Northeast Ohio detective,
Paul Treadwell, now the owner of the Brown Pelican Restaurant in Duck. Two years ago, Paul and
his wife, Megan, a former nurse, won a sizable fortune in the Ohio Lottery. After careful
consideration, they decided to relocate and become permanent residents of the Outer Banks. When
Paul finds another piece of unusual evidence at the ransacked cottage, Tate's original
suspicions are confirmed. A homicide has been committed here disguised as a robbery gone
horribly wrong. Together with other highly trained and motivated law enforcement personnel they
forge ahead in order to identify and apprehend a deadly intruder to these shores who
meticulously continues his killing spree as the tourist season rolls along. The good guys know
that there is no such thing as a "perfect" homicide. Even the craftiest of killers makes a
mistake or two. Nothing new there. The problem for the good guys is that their killer hasn't
gotten the memo on that one. He's good. He's exceptionally good at killing people and getting
away with it.
The Violet Crow
The Kill Switch
Dream Man
An Evil Shadow
Dr. Maxwell Thornton Murder Mysteries
Victor Bayne, the psychic half a PsyCop team, is a gay medium who's more concerned with flying under the radar than in
making waves. He hooks up with Jacob Marks, a non-psychic (or 'Stiff') from an adjacent precinct and it seems like his
dubious luck has improved, when a serial killer with a gruesome M.O. surfaces--and no one agrees what he looks like.
Explicit gay content.
Enemies to Lovers. Blade Carr and Wyatt Smith are bodyguards from rival agencies who can’t stand each other. Blade is a
younger omega who thinks, Wyatt, a slightly older alpha, is arrogant and disrespectful. Wyatt believes Blade is nothing but
a cocky punk. But when Wyatt receives a death threat, his boss decides the last place anyone will look for him is at Blade’s
house. Both men dread spending time together and are shocked when, despite their dislike of one another, they are
suddenly physically attracted to each other. When they give into their lust one night, Blade just wants to pretend the
perplexing night of passion never happened, but when the younger omega discovers he’s pregnant, the two men are forced
to form a closer bond as they try to find a way to come together for the child. This is a heartwarming, but steamy, 55,000
word story featuring a non-shifter Alpha/Omega world and contains mpreg (male pregnancy). This is a standalone fatedmate, gay for you story and Book One in the: Bodyguards and Babies mpreg series.
I assumed the worst I’d have to endure at a boring birthday party was cheap champagne, and dull conversation. Murder
never crossed my mind. After three months of struggling to fit into the small town of Rainy Dale, Texas, Maxwell Thornton is
once again thrown into the middle of a murder investigation. While attending Mayor Penelope Granger’s birthday party, he
and Royce are witnesses to the cold blooded murder of her father. Seeing as he’s sheriff, Royce has no choice but to get
involved in solving the murder, but he’d prefer Maxwell stay at a safe distance. Maxwell would prefer that too, but when an
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attempt in made on his life, he’s unwillingly sucked into the case. When Maxwell moved to Rainy Dale, he’d hoped for a new
beginning. But after two attempts on his life, and his unnerving emotional attachment to Royce, more and more Maxwell
wonders if staying in Rainy Dale is the logical choice. Perhaps it’s time to run back to Los Angeles, where he can keep his
body, and his heart, safe.
Gay mystery Lgbt Mystery Gay Romance Will this be the end of my war with Steven Pine? Or just the end of me? Psychic
Liam Baker and his boyfriend Detective Kimball Thompson have battled the murderous and terrifyingly powerful psychic,
Steven Pine twice now. Both men would love to put that chapter to rest. Unfortunately, when Steven manages to escape
police custody, he immediately goes to work murdering innocents. It seems Steven’s happiest when taunting Liam with the
spirits of his prey. Thompson and Liam follow the trail of victims, well aware that Steven is setting a dangerous trap for
them. What Thompson doesn’t realize is that Liam has decided that there will be no fourth battle with Steven. Even if Liam
has to personally escort Steven Pine to Hell. This 70,000+ MM romance mystery is the FOURTH book in my Psychic
Detective Mystery Series. You’ll want to read the first three paranormal LGBT mysteries in the series first for optimal
enjoyment. (Shadow’s Edge, Shadow’s Return, and Shadows Deceive.)
Cover Me
A Bruno X Psychic Detective Mystery
An Outer Banks Crime Mystery
Starting New
Strange Medicine

Val Bosanquet, a former New Orleans detective, is offered a job as Chief of a campus PD. A Haitian child killer he helped
convict for the murder of her mother has just been enrolled at the university. Val stumbles across new evidence linking
the ten-year old murder to a disgraced cop and one of America's most popular sportswear companies. Corporate
corruption and Voodoo make for a volatile mix in the Deep South.
*** LARGE PRINT EDITION *** When paramedic Nick Swain responds to a shooting in a seedy neighborhood, his entire
world is thrown off its axis. His life is threatened...twice. Allegations of racism and medical neglect threaten his career
and his ability to sleep at night. Not that he'll be sleeping any time soon after the incident throws him into the path-and
arms-of Detective Andrew Carmichael. One hot night after another with Andrew may help Nick relieve some work-related
stress, but sex won't solve every problem in his life. With the media hounding him and the city watching his every move,
he starts to wonder if the world is out to get him. The world may not be out to get him, but someone is. And that someone
wants Nick dead. This book was previously published.
Destiny Allen, a Web designer for software giant Scenaria Security Systems, finds herself involved in a deadly puzzle that
blurs the boundaries between the virtual and the real. At stake: the infrastructure of modern America. Her resources:
Dina Gustafson, a college friend, and Karl Lustig, an Israeli technology journalist with friends in dark places. The
challenge: sort the good guys from the bad before the lights go out. A fast-paced technology thriller, Web Games is
about real risks and virtual worlds, about Internet threats as close as tomorrow's nightly news, and about the everescalating warfare between black-hat hackers and modern society.
Isabel's life seemed perfect. Successful business, beautiful house, adoring husband. And then she was dead. For four
years Jessica has never doubted that her sister Isabel's death was an accident. But when Jessica's young daughter
seems to know long-forgotten details about her aunt's past, Jessica can't shake the feeling that there's a more sinister
truth behind the tragedy. As Jessica unearths disturbing revelations about her sister, and about the people she loved
and trusted most, it becomes clear Isabel's life was less than perfect and that Jessica's might also be at risk. Did
someone murder Isabel? Are they now after Jessica and her family? The key seems to lie in the hands of a child. Can
Isabel reveal the truth from beyond the grave, or is the answer closer to home? In Her Shadow is a gripping tale of family
secrets, lies and obsession from the two million copy bestselling author Mark Edwards.
The Whisperer
A Jonas Watcher Detective Adventure
Shadows Deceive
Unlucky Day
Stealing Shadows
Within a month of buying a Palm Beach condo, Audrey and Nate Stevens meet the eccentric
millionaire Vincent Xaveir Houten. Their friendship lasts fifteen years but is brought to an
abrupt halt when Vincent is murdered by a point-blank gunshot to the head. Being the last to see
the victim alive always makes you the first suspect. That's the case for the Stevens until they
convince police they'd never commit such a gruesome act. Once they're cleared, their
relationship with Vincent turns them into trusted advisors as a Palm Beach detective searches
frantically for a lead. The investigation heads to Kansas City, Missouri, where Nate organizes
funeral services for Vincent. Motives of greed and jealousy emerge as suspects visit the
funeral, and a Kansas City detective joins the search for clues. Finding the suspects, though,
is the easy part. There's more to the story, and that's what keeps the Stevens scratching their
heads. If this is a murder of opportunity, who has the most to gain?
It’s Christmas in New York City, and all antique shop owner Sebastian Snow wants is for his
business to make money and to save his floundering relationship with closeted CSU detective,
Neil Millett. But when Snow’s Antique Emporium is broken into and a heart is found under the
floorboards, Sebastian can’t let the mystery rest. He soon finds himself caught up in murder
investigations that echo the macabre writings of Edgar Allan Poe. To make matters worse,
Sebastian’s sleuthing is causing his relationship with Neil to crumble, while at the same time
he’s crushing hard on the lead homicide detective of the case, Calvin Winter. Sebastian and
Calvin must work together to unravel the mystery behind the killings, despite the mounting
danger and sexual tension, before Sebastian becomes the next victim. In the end, Sebastian only
wants to get out of this mess alive and live happily ever after with Calvin.
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Six severed arms are discovered buried in a forest clearing. They are arranged in a mysterious
circle, and appear to belong to missing girls between the ages of eight and thirteen. But the
rest of the bodies are nowhere to be found. Criminologist Goran Gavila is given the case. A
dishevelled, instinctively rebellious man, he is forced to work with young female police officer
Mila Vasquez. Lithe, boyish, answering to no one, Mila has a reputation as a specialist in
missing children. She also has a tragic history of her own that has left her damaged, unable to
feel or to relate to others. Theirs is a fiery but strangely affecting working relationship and as they uncover more secrets about the dark secrets in the forest, their lives are
increasingly in each other's hands... A gripping literary thriller that has taken Italy by
storm, The Whisperer has been as sensational a bestseller in Europe as the Stieg Larsson novels.
It is that rare creation: a thought-provoking, intelligent literary novel that is also utterly
unputdownable.
"Harper Jones is a professional bike courier, and in his business if you don't ride fast, you
don't make money. His apartment has mice, he's barely able to scrape up the rent, but at least
he's living life on his terms and doesn't depend on anyone. Sam Foster is the gay son of a
wealthy conservative senator. He's noticed Harper before when he's dropped off packages at his
dad's company, but he's never had the nerve to speak to his secret crush. When Sam accidentally
hits Harper with his car, Harper's bike is destroyed and he's injured seriously enough that he
won't be delivering packages for a while. Sam decides Harper needs rescuing, and he moves in
with Harper to take care of him. Unfortunately, Sam's politician dad is convinced Harper's a conartist and he'll do whatever it takes to get him away from his son"--Back cover.
Family Business
Edge of the City
At Witt's End
Killing Rock
An M/M Mystery Romance Anthology
Allegra's visions lead the team on a trail across the world, to a disaster that is not all that it seems. The infamous Lord Langcourt hasn't given up on his
quest to kill the last surviving Oracle of Delphi, and Allegra must evade his attempts, all while trying again to avoid an armageddon-like disaster event.
When help does come, Allegra must decide if she can take the risk to trust. But in the bigger picture, such a leap of faith is minute, especially when
considering Allegra also seeks the truth of who she is and when she comes from. Still, the truth is much stranger than it seems, and Allegra must gather both
her strength and her team in order to see it to the end. No matter the cost.
LGBT Cozy Mystery Kip O’Connor lives a simple life in the little seaside town of Pearl Bay. Unless it’s tourist season, things tend to be pretty peaceful.
There is, however, one never-ending source of irritation in the form of Police Chief Merrick Dawson. Merrick is Kip’s older brother’s BFF, and nothing
seems to bring Merrick more joy than nagging Kip about silly things. You’d think a Police Chief would have more important things to do than lecture Kip
on parking tickets and picking up pet waste, but somehow Merrick always finds the time. When Kip decides to take an art class at the local community
college, he’s annoyed to find Merrick has also enrolled in the course. The instructor takes a shine to Kip, and soon they become friends outside of class.
Merrick warns Kip of the dangers of blurring those lines and befriending his teacher, but Kip is flattered by the attention. When his art teacher is found
stabbed through the forehead with a palette knife, Kip is determined to figure out who killed his new friend. Merrick naturally thinks Kip getting involved in
the investigation is a horrible idea, but when has Kip ever listened to that irksome, pig-headed Merrick Dawson?
Gay Mystery If I could have put off meeting Thompson’s family forever, I would have. But he made it crystal clear it was important to him, and I got the
feeling if I blew it off again, I’d lose him. So, like a good boyfriend, I accompanied him to the rustic city of Big Bear, hoping for the best. I expected
awkward moments, and funny looks from his family. What I didn’t see coming was having to hang out with his perfect ex-lover, Alexander, and for dead
bodies to start piling up. Working and living together, Thompson and I formed a bond I didn’t think could be broken. But when he starts doubting my
abilities, and pulling away, simply because he doesn’t like what I’m saying, I start to realize maybe we were never as tight as I’d thought. Thompson
needs to decide if he wants to protect the past, more than he wants to join me in the future. He thinks I’m just scared of commitment, and so I’m causing
trouble. But the reality is, Thompson is the person with one foot out the door. This 50,000+ MM romance Mystery is the THIRD book in my Psychic
Detective Mysteries Series. You will want to read book one Shadow's Edge and book two Shadow's Return first for optimal enjoyment.
Some things are better left hidden. Tom Paretski's not just a plumber with a dodgy hip courtesy of a schoolboy accident. He also has a sixth sense for
finding hidden things. Called in by the police to help locate a body near Brock's Hollow, he's staggered to encounter Phil Morrison, his old school
crush--and the closeted bully whose actions contributed to Tom's accident. Phil's all grown up now, and Tom's unwilling attraction to him is back with a
vengeance. Phil's now openly gay--and what's more, he's interested in Tom's personal charms as well as his psychic talents. As a private investigator called
in by the dead woman's parents, Phil is sceptical about Tom's unusual gift, but nevertheless quick to spot its potential to aid him in his work. The further
they go with the investigation, the less they can ignore their shared past, and the more the pressure and the heat build between them. But Tom isn't certain
he wants to know the secrets he's helping to uncover, while there's a murderer on the loose who won't hesitate to kill again--and this uneasy couple is
moving right into his sights. Publisher's note: This is lightly edited reprint of a previously published novel.
Shadow Sight
The Case of the Running Bag
The Mystery of Nevermore
A Dark Sight Novel #4
The Dead Detective Agency
Clairvoyant medium Simon Kincaide owns a Myrtle Beach boardwalk shop where he runs ghost tours & offers séances and private
psychic readings. But when jaded homicide cop Vic D'Amato asks for his help to find a serial killer, Simon can't say no, even if
getting involved costs him his life and heart.
Recent murder victim Tori can't make peace with the afterlife until she finds out who killed her and why. With the help of a Portal
Detective named Seamus, Tori returns to the world of the living to seek answers.
The latest brilliant murder mystery novel by acclaimed British actor Robert Daws A wealthy household massacred in Spain.
Unidentified mummified remains found at the foot of The Rock. A US Congressman's run for President hangs on events in
Gibraltar. What's the connection? Detectives Tamara Sullivan and Gus Broderick face the most dangerous and elusive murder
investigation of their lives, and for Broderick, it's about to become all too personal, with his career in real peril as his past comes
back to haunt him. Will Sullivan and Broderick's partnership survive this latest case, as killers stalk the narrow streets of Gibraltar?
Killing Rock is the third thrilling novel in the bestselling Sullivan and Broderick crime series from Robert Daws.
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Maxwell Thornton isn’t really a people person, but that never mattered to him because he’d lived for his career. After losing a
patient during a routine hysterectomy, he’s shaken and afraid to pick up the scalpel again. He resigns his position in the city and
takes a job as sole GP in the isolated town of Rainy Dale, Texas, population 1001. Rainy Dale is populated with eccentrics who test
his patience and seem to think he’s not only there to treat their illnesses, but that he’s also there to hold their hand and be their
therapist. When one of his most annoying patients ends up dead and floating in Maxwell’s pool, he has some explaining to do to
the local sheriff. Sheriff Royce Callum is intelligent, determined and more attracted to the new doctor than he would like. He can’t
imagine Maxwell is a murderer, but he also can’t exactly ignore a corpse in the sexy doctor’s pool.
A Bishop/Special Crimes Unit Novel
Shadow's End
On Secret Service
In Her Shadow
Smoke and Murders
What if you can enter a madman’s cruel mind as he plans his vicious crimes? What if you can see the terrified face of his prey as he moves in for
the kill—but you can’t stop his frenzy once he strikes? Psychic Cassie Neill helps the L.A. police catch killers—until she makes a terrible mistake
and an innocent child dies. Cassie flees to a small North Carolina town, hoping that a quiet life will silence the voices that invade her unwilling
mind. But Cassie’s abilities know few boundaries. And she’s become certain—as no one else can be—that a murderer is stalking Ryan’s Bluff. It's
his fury that Cassie senses first, then his foul thoughts and perverse excitement. Yet she doesn't know who he is or where he will strike. The
sheriff won't even listen to her—until the first body is found exactly where and how she predicted. Now a suspect herself, she races desperately to
unmask the killer in the only way she knows: by entering his twisted mind. Her every step is loaded with fear and uncertainty . . . because if he
senses her within him, he’ll trap her there, so deep she’ll never find her way out.
Things are spiraling out of control for our indelicate, but occasionally loveable, Doctor Thornton. His romantic life is already in turmoil, but when
someone sets fire to his medical practice his finances are also in jeopardy. Sheriff Royce Callum offers Maxwell a safe place to stay, as he
searches for the arsonist. Maxwell can easily rub people the wrong way, which makes it challenging for Royce to figure out if the attack on
Maxwell’s business was personal or random. When other fires begin to pop up in Rainy Dale, it becomes obvious there’s a serial arsonist
spreading terror through town. Things go from bad to worse when one of the fires turns deadly.
Liam Baker can see things. Dead people like to visit him and tell them how they were wronged. Some might call it a gift, other’s a curse. But either
way this ability makes him useful to Los Angeles homicide detective Kimball Thompson. Some madman is slitting the throats of young male
prostitutes and then dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of pink feathers and the number five. Usually Liam can talk to the spirits
of the dead. But someone is blocking him. Someone is taunting him. The case is rapidly deteriorating into a violent, psychic pissing contest and
Liam can’t see far enough ahead to figure out who wins or who dies.
Liam Baker can see things. Dead people like to visit him and tell them how they were wronged. Some might call it a gift, other's a curse. But either
way this ability makes him useful to Los Angeles homicide detective Kimball Thompson. Some madman is slitting the throats of young male
prostitutes and then dumping their bodies in the desert with vague clues of pink feathers and the number five. Usually Liam can talk to the spirits
of the dead. But someone is blocking him. Someone is taunting him. The case is rapidly deteriorating into a violent, psychic pissing contest and
Liam can't see far enough ahead to figure out who wins or who dies.
Among the Living (PsyCop #1)
Mpreg Romance
Pressure Head
Psychic Detective Mysteries
Murder at Mar a Lago

Five guests with hidden agendas arrive at Sadie Witt's resort in northern Minnesota. When one is
murdered, Saide must solve the mystery to prevent the unscrupulous sheriff's deputy from shutting
down the resort.
For years, south Dallas has been ruled by a corrupt caste of politicians who espouse populist
rhetoric. Growing fat and rich while their constituents wallow in crime and poverty. Jebediah Shaw
never wanted to make the city his home. It had never been more than a place to rest between wars.
And now, working in that dark area between government and private business, he's given an
impossible task. To keep a man alive that everyone, including himself, has a reason to want dead
while choosing sides in a Civil War no one even knows is happening. At the beginning of the end of
the American empire, at the edge of what was and what will be, he knows in the end all a man has,
all he has any control over, is his word and his work. He will do whatever it takes to complete his
mission. Dallas, may never be the same.
A lone sniper. Eight million targets. An entire city on edge... A mysterious sniper is killing random
New York City citizens at the same time every day. Detective Joe Bannon and his partner Hannah
Trimble follow the trail of clues down repeated blind alleys. With citizens fearing to venture outside,
the streets of Manhattan have become nearly deserted. When the sniper begins escalating the
profile of his targets, higher level government agencies are pulled in. But the shooter always seems
to be one step ahead of the law and slips away whenever the authorities get close. As copycat
killings begin spreading to other cities across the U.S., the President hatches a dangerous plan to
trap the killer. Can Joe and Hannah catch the assassin before he executes the most closely guarded
man in history? Catch the excitement - read the reader reviews: "The best thriller I've read in the last
12 months." "Gripping page turner." "Nonstop scary thrill ride." "Couldn't put it down." "The best of
the best." "McLeay: A star is born." "A remarkable work." "You need to read this one." Get your pulse
pounding today with this unputdownable thriller!
If I could have put off meeting Thompson's family forever, I would have. But he made it crystal clear
it was important to him, and I got the feeling if I blew it off again, I'd lose him. So, like a good
boyfriend, I accompanied him to the rustic city of Big Bear, hoping for the best. I expected awkward
moments, and funny looks from his family. What I didn't see coming was having to hang out with his
perfect ex-lover, Alexander, and for dead bodies to start piling up. Working and living together,
Thompson and I formed a bond I didn't think could be broken. But when he starts doubting my
abilities, and pulling away, simply because he doesn't like what I'm saying, I start to realize maybe
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we were never as tight as I'd thought. Thompson needs to decide if he wants to protect the past,
more than he wants to join me in the future. He thinks I'm just scared of commitment, and so I'm
causing trouble. But the reality is, Thompson is the person with one foot out the door. This 50,000+
MM romance Mystery is the THIRD book in my Psychic Detective Mysteries Series. You will want to
read book one Shadow's Edge and book two Shadow's Return first for optimal enjoyment.
MM Romance
Psychic Detective Mysteries 4
Book 2 of the Night Angel
Rekindle
The Case of the Withered Hand

The snick of a lock. The squeak of door hinges. The creak of a floorboard... Nothing is more mysterious
than footsteps in the dark. Are those approaching steps that of friend or enemy? Lover or killer? Authors
L.B. Gregg, Nicole Kimberling, Josh Lanyon, Dal MacLean, Z.A. Maxfield, Meg Perry, C.S. Poe and S.C.
Wynne join forces for Footsteps in the Dark, eight sexy and suspenseful novellas of Male/Male Mystery
and Romance.
In Book Two, Psychic Liam Baker and Detective Kimball Thompson have embarked on a romantic
relationship after battling the deadly and powerful psychic, Steven Pine months ago. They ended his
brutal killing spree of young male prostitutes, and he’s safely in jail. But when someone starts murdering
young college girls, some disturbing clues seem to lead back to Steven Pine. But he’s locked up and
awaiting trial. There’s no possible way he could be involved in the new murders. Yet Liam can’t shake
the chilling feeling that Pine has somehow figured out a way to reach out from his jail cell to continue
murdering innocent victims.
Franklin has more than one secret-if possible, the second more hideous than the first. As a serial killer
who murders young prostitutes in particularly gruesome ways, Franklin also works with a friend, who
helps covers his tracks. The only compensation required from his friend is watching the killings . . . and
taking a few pictures that he shares with a couple of his friends. In turn, those friends share their
pictures and stories of other murders, creating a horrific network of murder used as entertainment.
Detective Carl Peterson's first mistake in being assigned to the Kankakee serial killer case is thinking
that he's simply looking for a serial killer . . . acting alone. When Carl seeks help from his computer
statistician girlfriend, Laurie, she discovers that various murders in four different states have similarities
that can't be ignored. Carl teams up with FBI profiler Bob Rathburn, and together they track down the
killer. But then, the murders continue . . . And the more Carl discovers, the more the unthinkable
connections become a staggering reality.
It's winter in San Francisco and Jonas Watcher is waking up on a floating dock under a pier of the Wharf
next to the bay. He is beyond hangovers and the DT's and has no memory of how he ended up on the
dock. Climbing up a ladder he is suddenly hit with a large object that carries him back down, not onto
the wooden dock, but into the Bay. He struggles to stay alive using adrenalin and his reflexes. After he
recovers from being thrown into the Bay, Jonas finds he is the recipient of a substantial sum of money, a
change of clothes, and a colt forty-four. He finds a temporary place to sleep for the night only to wake up
entangled in a mystery of with a femme fatale, a missing man, and a dead private detective. He tries to
extricate himself but only becomes more entrenched dealing with the very rich where he uncovers
blackmail, kidnapping, and even murder. He has one dubious ally in the guise of an intelligent San
Francisco police detective who has an agenda of his own. It's the nineteen thirties and Jonas Watcher
must solve the Case of the Running Bag if he wants to stay alive.
Shadow's Return
Last Gasp
Web Games
Footsteps in the Dark
Scalpels & Psychopaths
Life hasn't been good to Francis Murphy. He's survived twenty-one years of homelessness by hooking and taking handouts where he can find
them. When the local shelter is vandalized, he's forced to seek food at the Grace and Light Church, where he runs into the pastor's son, Randy.
Randy Wright believes the best in others. He's immediately drawn to Francis, even though Francis is hardened and wary. When Francis is
attacked by one of his johns, Randy and his family take him in and offer him temporary work. Randy always thought he was straight, but
something about Francis has him yearning for more than just friendship, and realizing he might be bisexual. Francis is attracted to Randy too, and
Randy and his parents say they've always believed in gay rights. But talk is cheap. What are the odds that these Christian parents will remain
open-minded when it's their own son in a relationship with another man?
The action-packed second book in the Night Angel trilogy, from international bestseller Brent Weeks Kylar has rejected the assassin's life. In the
wake of the Godking's violent coup, both his master and his closest friend are dead. His friend was Logan Gyre, heir to Cenaria's throne, but few
of the ruling class survive to mourn his loss. So Kylar is starting over: new city, new companions, and new profession. But when he learns that
Logan might be alive, trapped and in hiding, Kylar faces an impossible choice. He could give up the way of shadows forever, and find peace with
his young family. Or Kylar could succumb to his flair for destruction, the years of training, to save his friend and his country - and lose all he holds
precious. 'Brent Weeks is so good it's beginning to tick me off' Peter V. Brett 'Weeks has a style of immediacy and detail that pulls the reader
relentlessly into the story. He doesn't allow you to look away' Robin Hobb 'I was mesmerised from start to finish. Unforgettable characters, a plot
that kept me guessing, non-stop action and the kind of in-depth storytelling that makes me admire a writers' work' Terry Brooks 'Weeks has truly
cemented his place among the great epic fantasy writers of our time' British Fantasy Society Books by Brent Weeks Night Angel The Way of
Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Perfect Shadow (novella) Lightbringer The Black Prism The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The
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Blood Mirror The Burning White
My Omega's Baby
Crashing Upwards
Badlands
Shadow's Edge
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